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Security Tokens Are Complicated

Security Tokens are bridging two very different worlds between programming and finance. Blockchain technology rose
in popularity due to bitcoin, which was designed as a decentralized currency. As the blockchain technology evolved to
smart contracts, we saw the rise of ICOs which was an unregulated use of blockchain as mechanism for fundraising.
Now, blockchain is bringing us Security Tokens which aim to test this new use case for real world assets following
securities law.

First Off — Why Regulation?

ICOs were invented as a way to circumvent securities law and displace Wall Street - the same way that bitcoin is
displacing banks and national currencies. This anti-establishment nature does not follow into Security Tokens because
they inherently embrace regulation. Due to an almost unhealthy skepticism of Wall Street and the SEC, I often get
asked, why do Security Tokens need to embrace regulation? The answer is simple. Real-world assets need to follow
established laws to give confidence to investors/owners that they have the legal ownership rights and the ability to
protect their ownership interest in cases of stealing, fraud, and otherwise. Therefore, tokenizing these real assets into
freely trading utility tokens that don’t follow US Securities law destroys the value of the asset immediately as it instantly
turns into a liability that will result in fines enforced by most governments across the world, especially the SEC when
dealing with US investors.



4 Layers to Consider for Security Tokens

 
 

Layer 1 — Blockchain Protocols — Security Tokens are not their own blockchain technology. Although some have  made
the argument  that Security Tokens deserve their own - for now - Security Tokens are built on established protocols that
support smart contract creation. The most popular protocol for this is currently Ethereum. This does not imply that
Ethereum is the only option and as more protocols come to market, many are focusing on the tokenized assets space
as a sector to support.

What to consider: The blockchain protocol is the technical backbone of your instrument. It would be akin to to you deciding
whether you should make your new line of t-shirts out of linen or cotton. Each material has its own benefits, constraints,
weaknesses, and strengths. The blockchain protocol directly affects the scalability, flexibility, and complexity of the security
token itself. All other layers are built on this core technology.

 

Layer 2 — Security Token Smart Contracts — Smart Contracts are NOT legal contracts. The term is a fancy way of
describing software that has been built on the blockchain. Smart contracts are powered by programming languages
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just like any other software. The programming language smart contracts are written in is determined by the blockchain
protocol. For ICOs, smart contracts written on Ethereum could be created with a few lines of code and then sold over
the internet in exchange for millions of dollars. This software is supposed to have a utility and therefore a value. Out of
that rose the term utility tokens.

Unlike utility tokens, security tokens are smart contracts that are meant to represent real-world assets that can be
transferred following securities law. The smart contract itself is simply a series of pre-written lines of code that have
parameters in place to allow for the transference of the token (and therefore the asset) following proper compliance
with securities law for all parties involved.

What to consider: The smart contract itself is the most important part of the Security Token. In fact, it quite literally is the
token. Since the rise of ICOs, many hacks were simply the result of bad programming in a smart contract. Additionally, the
smart contracts failure to comply with securities law could lead to the asset turning into a liability. As a result, many
issuance platforms have published their own security token smart contracts to give confidence to investors and issuers that
their smart contracts will be compliant with securities laws.

 

Layer 3 — Issuance Platforms — Issuance platforms are the technology providers that actually create and issue the
security tokens themselves. These providers are typically responsible for developing a compliant smart contract for
token issuance, a crowdfunding platform to facilitate the primary issuance, and custom features, such as proxy voting
or sending dividends.

What to consider: Issuance platforms vary by blockchain protocol, smart contract support, token features, issuance price,
asset type, and personal reputation. Whether as an investor or an issuer, it is important to diligence which issuance platform
was responsible for the creation of the token in case of any legal matter or technical issue that might arise.

 



Layer 4 — Exchanges — The final layer represents what many would consider the most important aspect of Security
Tokens; liquidity. Security Tokens themselves are backed by nothing more than the asset they are tied to. Therefore, the
token itself is worth nothing other than what someone else is willing to pay for it. There is no magical button to turn
those tokenized assets into cash instantly just because the assets are now tokens. The only thing that is now different
than before is that blockchain technology has made it easier to transfer the ownership of an asset.

Exchanges play the role of helping facilitate the trading of Security Tokens and therefore are seen as the liquidity
provider in the equation. Centralized exchanges, such as the traditional incumbents like Nasdaq and NYSE, help
facilitate trading using their own in-house operations. Decentralized exchanges are designed to create peer-to-peer
markets without any middlemen, something which was previously not possible. Finally, at their core, a Security Token
will be transferrable peer-to-peer with any other wallet that supports it, even if there is no marketplace for it.

What to consider: If liquidity is a critical component to your investment, be sure to research how many exchanges support its
trading. If issuing a token, consider which liquidity channels are supported by the smart contract/ issuance platform and
how important liquidity itself is to your investors.

Thanks for reading! I hope this guide helps you in your journey to tokenize an asset or invest in one.


